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Random Iiem and Skills + Hidden elements RPG + Strategy ARPG
The game starts in a dark underground maze where
a female officer is confined in the dee 5d3b920ae0
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:D. Nope, also key revoked, yellow warning!. While Evil Maze isn't really a bad game, it isn't that great either. It's a generic gridbased action RPG with a sketchy English translation. The gameplay is basic RPGMaker action RPG, with pretty weak feedback
in terms of receiving damage from enemies, making it seem like just their bad mojo is enough to make you hurt. At the start
you are very liable to die, but this quickly reverses once you start finding equipment, at which point there's rarely a threat big
enough to make you care. Just make sure you don't softlock yourself in the second level by unlocking the wrong doors. As far as
the graphics, sound and music are concerned, I'm pretty sure everything in the game uses stock RPGMaker assets, excluding
probably the main character (and the "CGs"), but I wouldn't know. Oh, and the "lewd factor" of the game is absolutely not worth
the money, if that's what you're looking for. You could literally just download the official patches to get the images without
bothering to play. The game is very RNG-heavy, including things like damage dealt/received and spells learned from scrolls, et
cetera, which might make some people want to savescum (especially learning spells, as useless as they are). The DLC is worth
even less than the base game, yet paired together they cost triple the base cost of the game. Unless you're a crazy game collector,
there's no reason to get this game, even as a joke of some kind.. This game is a simple "rpg". Move, wave weapon at enemy till
they die, move on. There's magic elements but was frustrated long before I got to more than a cure spell. On one hand it has one
good things going for it: - You get a monster book early on that you can check your enemy's stats against your own before
battling it. Simple but it's the only way you can get through this. The layout of each "level" is dense. Monsters everywhere, doors
and keys galore, what I can only assume are puddles of poison that hurt when I step on them, spike traps, and I only saw 3 levels.
But this gives way to my biggest problem with it. The layout is very poorly designed after the first level. An example would be
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in "level 8" (you start from 10 and work backwards). You have 4 teleporters around you once you get there. However when you
go through a teleporter and come back, you have to go down a floor and come back up to be able to go through a different
teleporter. Another gripe is the way to recover. Due to the short nature of the game and density of level, there are multiple times
where you can recover health, once. There are 2 points I found that recover health multiple times, a bed next to you when you
start, and a river you find on the next level. However each one has limited uses, although the bed's seems to reset once you clear
a level. Also since the bed is at the very beginning. If I want to make use of it, I have to backtrack all the way to it, and all the
way back up. Especially since level 8 seems to have a pretty large difficulty spike. Another nitpick is the keys and doors I
mentioned earlier. There are doors that are useless in the game and if you accidentally use a key on one of them, good luck
buddy. Ultimately a pretty poorly designed game. Please use your money on a different RPGmaker game.
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